Greetings and congratulations! As a spring 2020 degree candidate at IUPUC, you deserve to be recognized for all the work that has brought you to this moment. The celebration website offers numerous activities to help you enjoy this day with family and friends near and far. So now’s the time to connect with them online via your favorite phone app or a webcam and then take part in all of these activities that honor you, a member of the Bicentennial Class:

**WATCH THE HAIL TO OLD I.U. VIDEO, FEATURING MUSICIANS IN THE CLASS OF 2020 FROM ALL CAMPUSES**

**LISTEN TO CURATED PLAYLISTS THAT CAPTURE THE JOY OF THIS OCCASION**

**WATCH VIDEO MESSAGES FROM UNIVERSITY LEADERS**

**DOWNLOAD YOUR PERSONALIZED CAMPUS-BASED IMAGE**

**TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE GRADUATION PHOTO OP**

Many other opportunities are also available on the celebration website, so we hope you’ll explore them all with the most heartfelt good wishes from IUPUC.

---

**HAIL TO OLD I.U.**

Come and join in song together,
Shout with might and main;
Our beloved Alma Mater,
Sound her praise again.

*Chorus*
Gloriana, Frangipana,
E’er to her be true;
She’s the pride of Indiana,
Hail to old I.U.!

—Joe T. Giles, Class of 1894

**PURDUE HYMN**

Close by the Wabash,
In famed Hoosier land,
Stands old Purdue,
Serene and grand.
Cherished in memory,
By all her sons and daughters true,
Fair alma mater,
All hail Purdue.

*Chorus*
Fairest in all the land,
Our own Purdue.
Fairest in all the land,
Our own Purdue.

—Alfred B. Kirchoff, 1941
GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE RECIPIENTS

This booklet should be regarded as a preliminary document, pending confirmation of all degrees. It includes graduates whose degrees were conferred and honors awarded from September through December 2019, and candidates for degrees and honors from January through August 2020. Degrees and honors will be conferred after the completion of all requirements is verified.

Students who receive their degrees through the Honors College are indicated with an asterisk (*) to the right of their names. The criteria for this distinction are 24 credit hours in Honors work with at least a 3.3 grade point average and a minimum overall grade point average of 3.3.

Division of Business

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS

Caleb J. Abrell
Abigail Anderson
Trevor Wayne Armel
Erik Ivan Barber
Kathryn Baumer
Nicholas Austin Bridgewater
Trenton Scott Brogan
Conner Ray Burgess
Ivan Cardoso
Nikia Clipp
Conner B. Conroy
Rachel Leigh-Ann Coomer
Daniel Lucas Cox
Lester Chance Crosby
Isabel Victoria D’Allura
With High Distinction
Molly Ann Davis
Jessica Marie Day
Yers-Diagana
Allison Marie Dixon
Kristofer Dulisch
Abbe Marie Eastham
Dakota Marie England
Connor Farmsley
With Highest Distinction
Rocio Isabel Fields
Daniel Harrison Ford
Victoria G. Ford
Neha Ajit Gaikwad
Melina Ruth Gehm
Astra Erin Goodin
Nathaniel L. Gootee
Hannah Kei Michelle Graham
Elizabeth Ann Green
Hugh Hamill
Clark Evan Hauer
Brendan Henderson
Alyssa Nicole Henning
Rosetta Hernandez
Paige Danielle Huckaby
Kyle Wesley Johns
Brittany Denise Johnson
Hunter Johnston
Stephen Patrick Kelly
Ashton Kelsay
Joshua Keys
Colleen Ann Kiefer
Cameron Owen Lee
Laura Linda Lopez
Samuel James Lovins
With Highest Distinction
Mattie Meriah Lucas*
McKella Jesse Lynette
Tyler Edward Merrick
Kelly Marie Miller
Chantz Brodi Morris
Wesley Michael Myers
Sam-Fleury Nigarura
Nelle-Jo Sage Niese
Sara G. Otte
Lila Lizeth Perez Luis
Braden Tyler Phelps
Allison Lee Piercefield
Bethany Reedy
Emily Faith Reynolds
Kaitlyn Kristine Richards
Madeline Robb
Abigail G. Sallee
Jacoby S. Shade*
With Highest Distinction
Heather Dawn Shafer
Morgan Sink
Andrea Lynne Smith
Hannah Elizabeth Smith
Kelsey Brooke Smith

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS

BRIANNA MARIE STRoup
KACIE LOREN SUTHERburg
AVERY DANIEL TALLent
WALKER THOMAS
DREW ANTHONY VAN DEVEntER
NATHAN ANDREW VAN DEVEntER
CALEB W. WAREn
AVERY WENDEL
MCKENNA ROSE WHipKER
TANIA ESTEFANIA ZAMORA
LAUREN ZIKE

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Kyleigh Michelle Arnold
Lindsay Kathleen Boucher
Ethan Gregory Broerman
Ashley Dawn Cundiff
Tyler Amos Eisenbarth
Michael Frederick Grimm
Emily Kathryn Haza
Stephanie Christina Houchin
Kevin Kirchner
Cuomba Ndiaye
Amanath Nelli
Anjana Krishnan Sivaramakrishna Pillai
Mikah Michelle Rushalk
Jeanne Ann Scheidler
Phillip Edward Shelton
Connor Douglas Wiederhoeft
Division of Education

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
Abigail Lynn Allman
Kylie Lynn Andreaesen Mayzie L. Benedict
With Highest Distinction
Hannah Leigh Bennett
Sari Carol Broley
Rebekah Lee Brown
Sierra Burton
Emily-Jayne Castetter
Abigail Marie Davenport
Cheyenne Lee Dean
Payten Lynne Ewing
With Highest Distinction
Alexandria Lynn Fix
Amy Lee Franco
Sydney Laine Griefer
Alicia Harvey
Lydia Brooke Inman
Kaylynn A. Jones
Hannah Kelley
Kara Suzanne Mance
Payton Mechelle Miller
Allison Taylor Moffitt
Kayla A. Pride
Logan Michael Richey
Baylee Nicole Robinson
Kaitlyn Rose Simon
Breonna Cheyenne Speer
With Highest Distinction
Rachel Spurlock
With Highest Distinction
Benjamin Charles Streeval
La Wanda Tidt
Madison Lynn Tinkle
Emily Ann Waltz
Danielle Nicole Newkirk
Gracie Anne O’Neill
Hannah Elizabeth Park
Kara Kristine Perkins
Jessica René Phifer
Vanessa Fawn Poore
Hannah Marie Pulskamp
With High Distinction
Brooke Rush*
With High Distinction
Ashley N. Saylor*
With Highest Distinction
Lindsay Ann Schaefer
Tristan Leigh Schaefer
Ileah Snapp
Autumn Thomas
Sharon Wangezi Thompson
Rochelle Vaughn
Elizabeth Vogel
With High Distinction
Edie J. Watts
Kyle Randall Whitis
Christian Wichman
Sidney Wilcox
Macy J. Wingham

Division of Health Sciences

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Jenna Suzanne Allison
Katelyn Marie Berry
Krista Lynn Berry
Kendra Marie Blake
Monica Renee Bogle
Sara Nicole Boltz
Kelli Lee Ann Booker
Mackenzie A. Bowers*
Kaitlyn M. Brewer
Lisa M. Brown
Gregory Robert Buckingham
Makenna Lynn Campbell
Gwendolyn Anne Castaneda
Hillary Catherine Clanan
Dustin John Claus
Ryane Nicole Cooley
Christina Denny
Krista Dillman
Chelsea Renee Estes
Laura Freeman
Emma Ruth Geis
Dorothy Jo Gommel
David Milton Gray
Carrie Elizabeth Griffin
Stacy Lynn Griffin
Spencer Grills
Adreona Nicole Hasert
Haley Marie Haston
Sara Jo Henderson
Elizabeth Marie Hill
Kayla Holle
Lesa Renee Holsinger
Ashlyn Amy Hughes
Megan T. Israel
David Charles Johnson
Ariana Corine Erika Jones
Payton Elizabeth Keers
Brooke Nicole King
Taylor M. Kuhfahal
With High Distinction
Paige Nicole Lamping
Esther Morgan Linn
Susan Marie Magee
Jamie Malcomb
Heather Ann Mathis*
Ashley Nicole McGrath
Tierney McNamara
Claudia Elizabeth Mellott
Melissa Sue Miller
Chelsi Renee Mitchell
Adrian Alexander Morales
With High Distinction
Deborah Mumsaw

Division of Liberal Arts

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Emily Denise Athes
Kyle Behmeyer
Nicole Elizabeth Bowman
Brittany Nicole Davis
Taylor R. Guille
Joshua Holycross
Jessica Nicole Hurley
Stephanie Rae Jarrett
With High Distinction
Natasha Kever
Samantha Ann Krieger
Kyle P. Lewis
Kendra Ann McDaniel
Dakota L. Mullikin
Logan Ashton Naylor
Esperanza Nolori
Amy Lee Franco
Alexandria Lynn Fix
With Highest Distinction
Cheyenne Lee Dean
Abigail Marie Davenport
Emily Jayne Castetter
Sierra Burton
Rebekah Lee Brown
Sari Carol Broley
With High Distinction
Maycie L. Benedict
Kylie Lynn Andreasen
IN EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Division
Deborah Mumaw
With High Distinction
Adrian Alexander Morales
Chelsi Renee Mitchell
Claudia Elizabeth Mellott
Ashley Nicole McGrath
Heather Ann Mathis*
Esther Morgan Linn
Paige Nicole Lamping
Brooke Nicole King
Payton Elizabeth Keers
Ariana Corine Erika Jones
Megan T. Israel
Ashlyn Amy Hughes
Lesa Renee Holsinger
Elizabeth Vogel
With High Distinction
Edie J. Watts
Kyle Randall Whitis
Christian Wichman
Sidney Wilcox
Macy J. Wingham

Division of Mechanical Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Alan Ernesto Caceres
Kyle Edward Covert
Daymond Michael Craddock
Wyatt Elston
Clifford Johnathon Floyd
Emelia Kathleen Frederick
Maya H. Garcia-Villatoro
With Distinction
Deanna Pauline Jack
Samuel David Loebler
Elizabeth Marie Lynch
With Highest Distinction
Xavier A. Miranda
Eric Raymond Rees
John Fredrick Schoolcraft II
Benjamin David Snider
With Distinction
Cyrus Whitesell
Caleb Wayne Willey
With Distinction
Brian Williamson

Division of Science

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Stephanie Faith Baumgartner
With Highest Distinction
Nicole Elizabeth Bodi
Carrie Caldwell
Matthew Jonathan Conrad
Taylor Alexandria Elliott
Taylor Dawn English
Jennifer Kay Eubanks
Matthew S. Greene
Maclyn Gabriel Greenlee
With Distinction
Megam Nicole Imman
With High Distinction
Wesley Keith Jewell
Kirsten Lucy McCorry
Kelsey Marie Mills
Madeline O. Morris
With Highest Distinction
Sami Lee Noblitt
Hannah Renee Pruitt
Lindsay Marie Simpson
Maya Nicole Vailes
Makenzie Brooke Wilson
IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Abigail R. Youmans
Michelle Renee Yerges
Elayne M. Spongberg
Cory Jacob Smith
Amanda Thi Negrete
Tammy Jeanette Love
Sierra Brooke Lollar
Michelle D. Knight
Brooke Shelton Jackson
Tyler Wade Houchin
Hanna Elizabeth Hodnett
Tyler Wade Houchin
Brooke Shelton Houchin
Christina M. Jones
Michelle D. Knight
Sierra Brooke Lollar
Tammy Jeanette Love
Amanda Thi Negrete
Cory Jacob Smith
Edayne M. Spongberg
Michelle Renee Yerges
With High Distinction
Abigail R. Youmans

IN PSYCHOLOGY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Makenzie Brooke Wilson
Maya Nicole Vailes

IN GENERAL STUDIES
Charles Anderson Jr.
Joshua Oyezymo Balogun
Clarissa Renee Baltus
Hannah Elizabeth Hodnett
Tyler Wade Houchin
Brooke Shelton Houchin
Christina M. Jones
Michelle D. Knight
Sierra Brooke Lollar
Tammy Jeanette Love
Amanda Thi Negrete
Cory Jacob Smith
Edayne M. Spongberg
Michelle Renee Yerges
With High Distinction
Abigail R. Youmans

IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Amy Sue Brandt
With Highest Distinction
Kelsey Adell Burton
Jesse Seitz Henderson
Dillon Jesse Mirick
Logan Ashton Naylor
Shaylyn Kyann Pitzer
Trace Spotzler
Kendra Leigh Taylor
Cody James Teltow

IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Shana Marie Pierson*
With gourmet
Victoria Rose Ewing
Taylor Dawn English
Taylor Alexandria Elliott
Matthew Jonathan Conrad
Taylor Alexandria Elliott
Taylor Dawn English
Jennifer Kay Eubanks
Matthew S. Greene
Maclyn Gabriel Greenlee
With Distinction
Megam Nicole Imman
With High Distinction
Wesley Keith Jewell
Kirsten Lucy McCorry
Kelsey Marie Mills
Madeline O. Morris
With Highest Distinction
Sami Lee Noblitt
Hannah Renee Pruitt
Lindsay Marie Simpson
Maya Nicole Vailes
Makenzie Brooke Wilson
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Stephanie Faith Baumgartner
With Highest Distinction
Nicole Elizabeth Bodi
Carrie Caldwell
Matthew Jonathan Conrad
Taylor Alexandria Elliott
Taylor Dawn English
Jennifer Kay Eubanks
Matthew S. Greene
Maclyn Gabriel Greenlee
With Distinction
Megam Nicole Imman
With High Distinction
Wesley Keith Jewell
Kirsten Lucy McCorry
Kelsey Marie Mills
Madeline O. Morris
With Highest Distinction
Sami Lee Noblitt
Hannah Renee Pruitt
Lindsay Marie Simpson
Maya Nicole Vailes
Makenzie Brooke Wilson
IN MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING
Suzanne Bongiorno
Tasha Diane Cowan
Sarah A. Knows
Gina Lynn Vivaldi
Katherine Joan Wallace
CONGRATS, CLASS OF ’20
WE’RE PROUD OF YOU. BE AN ACTIVE PART OF THE WORLDWIDE NETWORK OF IU GRADUATES.

ALUMNI.IU.EDU/IUPROUD

IU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

CELEBRATE 200 YEARS IN STYLE!

Order the official Bicentennial glassware collection featuring Indiana University legacy logos.

Available at:
CollegeGradShop.com

Indiana University Bicentennial Diploma Frame

This moment is for all of us. It is our unique opportunity to celebrate our roots and, just as importantly, champion our future.

Order yours at http://herff.ly/200IU